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_ ;'.3STRACT 

BellIs theorem is used to guide the formulaticYl of a'unifi,=d 

theory of reality that incorporates the basic princip:~s of relativ-

is tic qua."1tu.rl1 theory. 

I. HrTRODUCTION 

Quantli!Il theory is a t:;,eory of observations; t:'.8 rCClli ties it 

dC<J.ls ;'lith are certain.obser':at:':ms of scientists who ''':'S'3 ~!>3 tr·l'=o~y. 

These observations are only a sr.-,all part of reality. ConseQuently quan:u:::: 

tb':!ory, considered as a the or;:," c:~ realitJ-; is incomple-:e. Prevailing 

opinion holds, in fact, that no complete theory of reality C3.I1 ade-

quately describe quantum pheno~eYla. This opinion stees from the long 

history of fail111'es of attempts to achieve this end. 

It is not clear, hmre-rer 1 wh~ther these failures arise fro:::1 

an inadequa'2Y of the reality cor::::ept, 01' merely from a breat::down of 

the classical idea of causal sps.:::e-time development. 301:1' cften 

erapll,'18.Lzcd. the brea}:doVin of this classi.cal idea 1n the realm of quantll.'11 

p110DOl:l::n'.l) Rnd his point has r::r;[ o·::en striU.r,gly verifi;;d and clarified 

by the ;'iOI'~( of J. S. Bell.(l) 

Bell r S work was oriE;ir:.e.:::'2.::, formulated in the restricted 
, I ? ) 

Ho';rever) it vras soon 1't23.1i sed ~ -

:~, ','fork S11PPol'tecl by U.S. Ener~:i f..es83.rch and Developms:rt ilclrr;iniscration. 
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The statistical predictions of quantum theory are inc0:!l:i:ntible 

TIi~h the prin~iple of local causes. 

The principle of local causes asserts th8.t. wh'1t happen.::; in 

o~'" space-time region is approximately independent of '/ar1:3 .. b1es subjecl. 

to the control of an experimenter in a far-away spcl.ce-like-8'3parLltec: 

region. 111i8 principle holds in relativistic quantum :theory 3.t th:= 

le';91 of statistical predictions. However, the character of these 

predictions is such that the principle must fail at the level of the 

ind.i vidual events. The statistical predictions from w:Oich this rests..":' 

fol::'8w come directly from the basic principles of quantum theory, no: 

fre::: the detailed dynamics, and they have been experin:entally test2c 

confirmed. ( J ) 

Bel.lls theorem shows that no theory of reality compatible wi:n 

qU3...'1tu.r:1. theory can allow the spatially seps-I'ated parts of reality tc 

be i:~l.dependent: These parts l'ilust be related some ,yay tbat goes be;:,"c:::l. 

the familiar idea that causal connections propagate only into the 

for,;ard light-cone. This conclusion will guide our thoughts .'-_-----OJ 

The fi:rst task of a:ny general theory of l'cali t;:,r is to formulate 

the connec~ion betueen the experiential or psychic aspects of reality 

ami '~~18 material or space-tiDe aspects. TIE~ debate betvleen Bohr and 

EL:-~3tei!/ I~) po::'nted to the ir:rporta..'l.ce of tllis qw:;s t.ion, for Einstei::'. 

ap:;s'lled final:l.;Y- to the nee::l for a comprehe:1.sible understanding of· 

sp2.;::e-·~iIT.e rela~ions, vlhereas Bohr appe3.1ed ul ~:irnately to the primac~r 

of -::xperiential relat.ions. A unified theory of reality must bring L'.'2S8 

tua 2spects of reality into one coherent sC~8me. 
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diSC1'::')t,; events. Each event :has a location) "/hlch is 3. fir:.ite s:;;::;,ce-

time region. It also has certair.. experiential chare.ct;:>ris ti(!s. 

To support the idea that experience comes in discrsite un5."':£) 

W11i tehead cites the authori +,y of William Ja.-:l8S, '.'fho '/I""J:'i te::;: (6 ) 

IIEi the l' your experience is of no con tent, of no ch8.nge, 8:::' it 

is of a perceptible amount of content or cha.."'1ge. YOUl' acqu<.J.in t,ar..~8 : 

with reality gro::rs li terally b~r buds or drops of perceptio::1. In"':9l1ec-

tually and on rlJfl~ctioll you can divide these into components, bu,:; as 

immed~ately given they come totally or not at all." 

To support the idea that p:b.ysical processes consist of dis

crete event[, one may cite the authority of i·liels Bohr / 7) 

II( '1'118 essence of quant1..L':l theory) way be expressed in the 30-

ca2.1ed quantwll p8stulate, whicl1 attribu-t:;~s 'cO £lny atomic proce:Js "-'1 

essential discontinuity, or rather indi viduali ty, completely foreig:->. 

to the clm~sical theories and symbolized by Planck r s quantum of 

action." 

A reality consisting of discrete events seems hopelessly 

fraGmented and pluralistic . Yet Vlhi tehead r s reality is unified. This 

lL"'1it~l is achieved by considering eaC!h event to be a process in vit.ieh 

all prior events o.re brollGht together, or "pl'ehended ll
, in a ne'a 

D8.t~rl'n. Reality thus becom(~s :~1C proce~:;s of oJ'cation, in discrc-:;e 

'f . o on ever-gr:~lng 

that are parts of this 88m2 process. Ment~l 0ve~ts are a part of 

this general ~orld process, ~nd ~hey afford an illustration or h~~ 

events can be processes that bri:1.g together i-H'io:c e~;ents in new 
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se:".se, the v;hoJe of creaticn.: 

\Tnitehead chose a model tnat did not '1 t tuin the full unity 

j'J.S:' d03crib0d. He believed that relativity theory required spacG-IU:e-

s9;arate~ events to be causally independent, and hence decreed that 

eac~, event prehend, not all of :oreation; but only those events vrhose 

lo.::!ations lay in its backward light-co:1e. This mutilation of' the 

mo~el destroys its natural unity a...'1d logical simplicity. 1,[oreov8r, i ":. 

is incompatible with quantu;n theory, by virture of Bell"s theO.!:'e:n. 

Th'..:s it must be undone. The resul:' is a philosophicall;y attractive 

un::':~ied IT.odel of reality that proddes a natural setting for relati v-

is":.ic quantum theory. 

I I • THEORY OF EVENTS 

In this section a physical theory of events is erected on the 

mo:'el of I'eali ty described above. This theor;y" incorporates the basic 

pri::'"ciples of relati vistie quantum theory. The theory is set forth 

in eight ass1J.G.ptions or postulates, which have physical, metaphysical, 

and mathematical aspects. The guiding principle. is maxir.:a1 simplici t~;: 

The aim is to use the simplest and most economical metaphysical and 

mat:,er;13.tical structure3 consistent with what we Y':-ww from experience. 

The pos tula'tes are 0.3 fo110'178: 

1. The crcuti ve process. There is a crca +'1 ve process th,rt 

cO~3i3ts of a well-ordered sequence of individual creo.tive acts cnl1e~ 

eve~ts, 

Her:02;.'k This assUJnption affir:ns th9.t there is actu'3.1 cre3.tion, i. e., 

a :::'23.1 co:r.ing into being, or a coring into existence, ,md that the 
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pa3SCJ out of existence. Ac the end of each creative ac~ the whol~ of 

creottion is set tIed and defi:li te: all that exi3~s is ur.2...':l.big l10usly 

fixed. 

'Ihis simplo logical str'J.cture can be contrasted v;ith ones in 

which all of creation, past J present J and future exists, a..'1d ::!.s fixed, 

and change is some sort of illusion.· It may also be contrasted ,;,ri th 

ones in which the creative process is not a single linear process but 

rather 11 multiple process that proceeds somehow indeper.de!1tly in 

different space-time regions, SOti1Cl.t what exists is not. globally vrell-

defined but depends on the space-time point from which the determination 

of what exists is made. (Th9se models bifurcate nature: they posit 
either chanGing experiences of a pre-existing world or a changing i'iorid 
in pre-existing space-time. ) 

2. Space-iime location. Each event has characteristics that 

define an associated region in a four-dimensional mathema-:'ical sf:ace. 

This mathematical space is called the space-time continuu;:1, and the 

region in this space associated with an event is called its location. 

ReJ:1.'lrk Space-time has no independent existence in this theory. 

Rather each event has characte:dstics that can be interpreted as a 

region in a certain mathema-~ical space. For physical applications this 

metaphYGL::al distinction. is unir.Iportant, and one rna,)' imagine a pre-

existing spaGc-tirne continuu;:; v,i th the events scat tered through it. 

1)8[in1 tl.cm An event is pr'icn' to another H 1 t occut'G earlier in the 

sequence of creative acts dcscribed in (1). It is subsequent if it 

occurs later in this sequence. 

J. Conservation of rnoJ";",entum-enerl':;;'-. Among the events prior 

to a given event. are 80:-:1e e\'ents called 1t~:; ant(~(~ede;lt3. Any cve:'.s is 
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Lj conne(:t0d to th8 loca r,ion of each of its antecedents b~- s. di1'2,~-.ed 

geodesic (a directed straight line in space-time) that run.:; f:::o::1 t::8 

lo(!ation of the antecd.cnt to the location of the successor. :::::acn 

geodesic is associated with a real mass-value ID, and also with a 

mo;nentum-energy vector p =: mv, -..rhere v ,is the four-'reloci ":.y d!::':ined 

by the direction of the geodesic. The sum of the momentum-e::-:.erg'j 

vectors associated with the ge'odesics coming into the 10catio2 of a. • 

given event from the locatiQns of its antecedents is .equal :0 th:; 3UIll 

of the energies associated with the geodesics going out. fro!:! the 

location of the event to the locations of its successors. 

Remark This physical assumption, like those that follow, is holis~ic 

rather than mechanistic; it is formulated as a mathematical conditio::1 

on the overall space-time structure of Vlhat emerges from the proc'')s5 

of creation, not as a dynamical 1avr that governs the detai1e~ ,'ray in 

whi ch reall ty unfolds. 

Definition A system is a local space-time pattern of events. 

4. Lorentz Invariance. Probabilities are determinec. by 10:::9.1 

conditions: under suitable conditions of isolation the statistical 

behavior of ensembles of systems defined by local specifications do not 

depend on the Lorentz frame uaed to relate the local specificatio:ls 

to global space-time. 

IV:;::;~l;'Y; The isolation condi tim1 requires a local system to b2 i8ob.ted 

in the sense tint outside sources of energy are negligible. 'I'he 

ass 1J.ffiption is that under this condition of isolation ensembles of 

sub3ystems defined by local specifications exhibit. the type o:~ 

behavior characterized by probability functions. Horeover t::.ese 

pr()':J8.bili ty flL'1ctions are invaria.'1t under Lorentz tr3J:sforr;:a-:ions. 
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i~:i:,Ll::' 8nJ0mble and B r8presents the local specificJ.'tions tha t 

define a flm.l ensemble and .P[A; B) is the- probability that B 

holds llil:!er conditions A, then P [ A; B) is independ':mt of the 

Lorentz f:!:.'mne used to relate the space-time coordinato::s occurring in 

the local specifications A and B' to physical space-time points. 

5. Scattering formal:i;,sm. The statistical results of scatter-

ir..g experiments can be described by the formalism of classical 1'ela": 

ti vistic statistical mechanics, with the geodesics ide!ltified ','ri th 

the trajectories of classical point particles. 

P.e~Qrk In the classical description each beam of initial particles 

is described by a probability or weight function w( p, x) and the 

detectio:1 system for each of the final particles is described by an 

etficiency fu.."1otion e( p, x). The expressio!l 

o x =t 

(1) 

gi ves tr.8 probability that a particle in the beam described by w 

will be detected by the system described bye. (The time t can be 

chosen arbitrarily.) For a scattering of m particles into n 

particles the expression 
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d3x. e.(p'.,x'.) 
J J J J 

" -0-

x S(PI'xI "" ,p ,x ; PI' xl""" ,p' ,x" ) m m, n n (2) 
: 

gives the probability that if the initial beams are described by ~he 

weight functions Wl , •.. ,\'l and the final-particle detection syatec.s m 

are described by the effic:i.er:.cy functions e ... e then all n 
l' 'n 

final particles will be detected. (The times ti and tj can be 

chosen arbitrarily. ) 

Each function w.(p,x) is a real function of the real maS3-
1 

shell momentum-energy vector p and the real four-vector x. It 

satisfies, for any ~, 

(3 ) 

This condition arises from the fact that all the particles of momentum 

p move in the direction defined by p = my; i.e., along p. 

Functions satisfying (3) can be constructed by specifying 

w(p,x) at son8 time, say o x = t, and. then forming 

w(p,x) = J dJx' d(~po) w(p,x') C;Lf(X' - X - ~p)1 a' (4) 

x =t 
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cs;,,'plcx function iJ!(p) 811U any real constCL."1t 11, 

where 

w(p,x) 

,1, 

-iqx/n ' (H)2 
C 6(q.v) ~ 

(m2 I 2)i v = p/m and M = ~ -:4 q .. 

(5) 

6. The quantwn assumption. The functions w(p,x) occurrir.g 

in nature are sums of functions of the form (5), with different fUI1C-

tions 1!J(p) but vrith the same cO!lstant 11. This constant is Planck,' s 

cons tant. 'rne analogous formula holds for e ( p, x). 

Rerru:1.rlc This assumption allows the scattering formula (2) to be trar:s

cribed into quantum mechanical form.(8) The S-m3.trix 

S(P.l'···'Pm; PI' ... ,p~) is then defined in terms of the function 

S( PI' ... , x~) appearing in (5). Conservation of probability implies 

the unitari ty of S( PI' ... , P~ ) . 

7. Macrocausality. (9) J:.Iomentwn-energy is tr'ansferred over 

macroscopic distances only by the stable systems: an event having an 

incoming geodesic not positive time-like'or with mass not that of a 

stable system has a probability to occur that falls off exponentially 

under space-time dilation. The size of the location of an event has 

a finite bound that depends only on the incoming geodesics. 

HCIT:Clrk This El3.CrOCausality condition entails that the S-matrix 

S(Pl"",P;l) b8 Gn analytic function at all real points (PI""JP~) 

except those lying on a set of well-defined surfaces called the 

posi ti ve-Ci. u.1ndau surfaces. The rule of continuation around each of 

. tl1cse singula!'i ty surfaces is a130 determined. (9) 
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8. J,~qx.LJi;Ql analyticity.ClO) Th~ anf:l.lytic con':imw.tio:l of 

th~ S rnQtrix to complex (D ... p') has only those sin~ulariti0s -1' 'n -

that are required cy the tmitarity conditions. 

He:::l'l~k Maximal analyticity is a principle of e conoroy j it asserts that 

the S matrix hSlS no wmecessary singularities. Or it is a principle 

of sirnplici ty; it asserts that the S matrix has the sir..plest pos'sible 

analytic structure. Any usef,!l physical theor.y must be based on some 

principle of economy or simplicity. There is no theoretical' or 

experimental evidence for 8..."1Y singularity not required by uni tari,ty. 

It seems entirely possible that the general principles of 

Lorentz invariance, uni tari ty, macrocausali ty, and maxir.la1 analyticity 

may determine in principle a unique complete relativistic quantum 

theory of elementary particles.(lO) A few constants may have to be 

determined empirically, at least in practice. 

If this theory is carried over to the nonrelativistic limit, 

where particle-creation is excluded, then it yields(11) the Schroedinger 

equation, and hence the concept of equations of motion. .And the 

Schroedinger form of quantum theory reduces, in appropriate contexts 

and limits, to classical physics. It thus appears that all of 

ph;:rsics CCJll emerge from the eignt assumptions listed above, together, 

perhaps, w:Lth a few empirical constants. 

III. BELL'S 'THEOnE/i[ AND THEOHY OF EVENTS 

The noncausal structure of events demanded by Dell's theorem 

is incomprehensible in the framework of ordinary ideas, but is a 

natural consequence of the theory of events described above. 

In the simplest cases involving Bell's phenomerta there are 

'th:r2e (scattering) events EO' E1 , Cl..l1d E
2

, Their locations La, L1 , 
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and L2 lie in three we11-:::eparated eA"J;lerir;.en.La1 area~} AOJ !~, a:-,d 

A2' Experiment EO is an 2...'1.tecedent of bo~h E1 and E2' Th\~3 :here 

i3 a timelike geodesic fran :LO to Ll and another from to 

e.s sho·,m in' Fie, 1. An experimenter in ~ can choose to per forn 

experiment Ell or e;-:perir.:e:1t E12' An eX?8rimenter in A2 ca..'1 

choose to per form experiment E2l or e:cperi:"!cnt E22' Suppose E1jk 

is the event (result) that C8CurS in experiJJent E
1j 

if the experi-

I:!enter in A2 does experiment Suppose is the event 

(result) that occurs in E2 i if the experimenter in '.~ does experi-
v 

ment· Elk' ;~:. ordinary idea of causality (1. e.! the principle of 

l.lo~c~a:l~c~· a~u:::s~e~3~) ~d~e~m~lan~d!.!:sutwhl.aa..1tc.......:Gt..r;h.ee_l!.EIJK--be-ee-,J~' nREldep~~ of k. _ ;LJk Ilut 

Bell r S work shows this requirement to be incompatible ,:[i th the 

statistical predictions of quant1..L'!l theory, 

or E 
2 

According to the theory of events one of the tYro events 

is prior to the other. Suppose E 
1 

is the prior event. 

E. 
1. 

Vihen 

it occurs the possibilities for events in A2 are radically change.:J.. 

For example, if the locations La, L1 , and L2 are effectively points 

(compared to the large distfmces between them) then the two locations 

La and Ll determine the geodesic LOLl' and hence the energy

momentU-lJ1 carried from La to L
l

. This fixes in turn the momentmrr

energy available for the geodesic from La to L2 , which fixes this. 

geodesic itself, 2.Gswning that the tVfO geodesics exhaust the mornentum-

enGrg-J available from EO' 'Thus after El OcellI'S the event in A2 

is reqldred to lie on a fixe~ geodesic that is determined by the 

events EO and E
l

. 

At this stage only space-time and n!ODentum-energy cO:1.sidera-

tions have been introduced, f.md BellI s pheno;:-ana do not enter. The 

correlations bctrroen the eV8:-,ts in Al and A~ are just those 
L 
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Fig. 1. Space-time picture of Bell's phenomena, 

expected from classical ideas: the course of e'lents in .A2 is 

correlated to what is observed in AI' but not on decisions nade by 

the experimenter in Al , 

Though the results at this stage are similar to those of 

classical particle theory, the logical structure is different. In the 

classical theory what happens in A2 is cleterIJ1ined by vThat hapPE)ns in 

the earlier region AO' whereas in the theory of events the possi

bili ties for E2 are limited jointly by the prior events El ar.d 

EO' This logical difference becomes important in experiments involvir..g 

spin, which are the ones in which Bell's phenomena OCCill', 

Suppose the geodesics LOLl and LOL2 are associated with 

spin 1 l'epresentutions of the Lorentz group. Just as before the 
2 

possibilities .for E2 are limited j ointJy by the prior events EO 

and E
J 

Part of the information determined by EO and EJ is rep

re3ented by ·the moment"lua-energy four-vector associated with the 
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H-:-)',':c'/cr, th-:;se two eV-2nts E o 

aS3:)ci.TseJ wit:J. the corresp:mding spin space. 

and 

The spin vector and the momentwn-energy vector associated with 

LOLl are both deterfI1ined jointly by EO and E
1

. Thus it would be 

l..LY.9.tural, in the framework of the theory of events, to treat then 

differently. It is accordingly' assUTI:ed that these tYro vectors should 

be treated in the same way. '. 

Treatir.g the spin and momentuIn-energ-J vectors in the same way 

lee.ds to very different effects with respect to the ordinary idea of 

causality. This difference stems from the fact that the two experi-

menters can independently manipulate the directions of the ti'iO spin 

vectors, modulo signs, but carmot do this rli th the two momentum 

vectors J vrl thou"':, disrupting the experiment. For the t,'fO rnOmeYltuIll 

vectors are required by the conservation lavTs to be essentially 

parallel,whereas the tv/o sp~n vectors, modulo signs, ean be indepen-

dently fixed by the two experimenters. 

The spin vector associated with LOLl' like the momentUr:l vector, 

is determined by events E . 0 But the experimenter in ~ C2...11, 

by choosing the experiment. to be performed, fix this spin vector, up to 

a sign. Thus, in the theor:,;, of events) the event E2 depends on what 

the experimenter in Al decides to do. (This effect is contrary to the 

ordinul'Y idea of causality, but conforms to the requirements imposed 

by Boll's theorem. 

The theory of events does not conform to the ordinary idea of 

cau83.lity. But it provides on alternative possible space-time picture 

of causality. 'This picture arises by regarding the geodesic associa~ed 

\'ii-t~! a spin-J r,,~presentatio::1 of the Lorent~ group as a conduit· bf 
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This i::-,:or~ation flm/s from 011 cvunt 00-1:.h fCJ1.",'i'lrd. 

to :t t:j po t,en U.o.l Sl:ccessors =-~ld backward to its antecedent::;. Fo~' 

exa.lTIplr:, the determination i::1, e-;ent El of thc spin vector asso~13.ted 

vii th geodesic: LOLl is vic','ie{l as being instantly corrJn~micated along 

LOLl . to La, vlhere it can be tapped by geodesic LOL2' in the assess-

m~nt of a possible successor to EO having location L
2

. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The basic properties of relativistic quantum theory emerge in 

a natUral wo:y from a logically simple model of reality. In this 

model there is a fundamental creative process that proceeds by 

discrete steps. Each step is a creative act or event. Each event is 

associated vrith a definite space-tirr.e location. The fundarr:ental 

process is not local in character, but it generates local space-time 

patterns that have mathematical forms amenable to scientific study. 

This theory of reality reconciles the positions of Einstein 

and Bohr. It conforms to Eir:stein 18 view that the complete basic 

theory should be a complete '~heory of reality rather than a theory of 

observations; i.e., it should describe llany real (individual) situation 

(as it supposedly exists apart from any act of observation).lI(l2) 

The model descrilled above at-:,empts to do exactly that. In the model 

everything. that exists is pe:::fectly definite: Schroedinger 1 s cat is 

either dead or alive, not bothr independently of any act of observation, 

or of any choice of ,space-tiJ:.e :perspective. O:l the other hand, the 

theory is probably useless in trie realm of atomic physics, and for 

essentially the reasons aava::',ced by Bohr, namely that, !lTne element of 

Wholeness, sJ'1Jboli~ed by th~ qt:a."'ltum of actiol1 and completely 

fo:::eir;n to classical physical p:::inciples, ... 1!lakes recourse to a 
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tioD.J of the o~currence of indi-·iidual q\la.ntl:.n effect::: in one llJ'l.ll -:he 

S31:',e experime:J.tal arrangement. 1I( 13) 

This probable lack of u~ility of the r:lodel in the re·:llm of 

o.tomic physics does not nece5saril;r mean th'1t th8 model has no US~3 

at all. III the realm of elementar;:r particle physics the q'lantum 

theoretical principles, thoug~perhaps sufficient in principle, a=e 
. . 

difficult to apply, and the insight provided by a model of the u..':.:ler-

lying reaE ty might be useful. : More important would be the possiJle 

uses in those realms of science .... rhere the approxiJTh.1.tions essent.ialto 

the applicability of quantum theory fail. Bohr often stressed th~t 

the vrave function of a syste;::l has meaning only to the extent that the 

s:.,"stem Cllil be regarded as isolated from the rest of the world, (14) 

i. e., only in those situations -;~here the possible outside so'~rces of 

energy-momentum can be if:,r:t1or2d. When this idealization is inapplL:able 

the wave fur.ction of the system is not definable 1 and even if it could 

be defined it would be undergoing continual quantum jWllPS 1 and no 

adequate theory of quantum jlL'!lpa exists. 

No system is completely isolated from the rest of the world, 

except the whole world, which C2.I1Ilot be treated by quantwu theory since 

"tC18re is no outside II observ'2:!,,1! . And most sY3tems of interest are 

not even approximately isol::lted from the Test of the world. One 

Cl3.3::'~ of systems of sp~cial :Lnt,Jrcst to Hl8..n are living systems. 

These require interactions ';;ith their en';ironments to sustain life, 

(15 ) 
and consequently, as err.ph3.sized by- Bohr) the..'," c8.rmot be fully 

described b:>r qUlliltum theory. 
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Un"it;;· of understand.lng is a natural g02,1 of -:':.:)'-1';;1'.-: .Il''. 3.:' tempt-

p:::rsics J bio:!.sgy) psychologY'J sociology, philosophy, 9tC. J sO;r}e 

o"/erarching cO:1ceptual frame','rork is required. It is :'39.50:-;.:;:.01e t) 

begin ';ri th the logically simplest model of reality th3. t is c0!131s:ent 

vii th all we ".r:"'''1o",',. The theory of events outlined above is a logically 

sir.:ple model of reality that is apparently consistent with all we 

know. Taken in conjunction with Whitehead I s theory of prO'~e.35 it is, 

as far as I k::1ow,the Ol1~y existingmoclel of all of reality thut 

incorporates the basic principles of relativistic qU8...c"1twn tr~eol'Y. 
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